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The Art of Role Play
Role play can provide the emotionally rich moment that enhances other therapy
techniques. Effective role play can stimulate the “ah ha” of recognition, or a new
perspective on old experience. Several common therapies (including CBT, ACT,
Schema Therapy and Emotion Focused Therapy) recommend role play to enhance
therapy effectiveness. Role play also provides invaluable practice in supervision and
training situations.
Principles of creative role play
• Remember it is “play” (not “hard work”!). Adopting a light, experimental and
“it’s okay to make mistakes” attitude will influence the protagonist (client,
supervisee or student).
• Look after the protagonist. You must have and maintain a strong and
supportive stance towards the protagonist. If protagonist’s primary experience
is shame or embarrassment he/she will be reluctant to engage in role play
again. If this happens in a group then the whole group will be unwilling to risk
doing role play.
• Relationship, relationship, relationship…..attend to relationship (between
yourself and the protagonist and between the different roles enacted).
Relationship takes primacy over any techniques. If the relationship is good
then role play can be easy, if the relationship is difficult/ conflicted then role
play may be ineffective/ difficult/ impossible.
• Roles emerge in a context – assist the protagonist to warm up to the context
(e.g., by “setting the scene”) and the role will flow more naturally.
• Interview for role – find out about the various roles in the here and now using
Socratic questioning. Eg., So you are Jane’s Self Critic (negative automatic
thoughts) – what sort of things do you say to Jane? When did you originate?
What function do you serve?
• Coach participants to respond in the first person, current tense i.e., “I am Bob,
Jane’s boss, I think that Jane……”, rather than “Bob would say…..”
• A role has thoughts, feelings and action/behavioural components. Make sure
you bring out all these aspects.
• Consider not only the two roles being enacted but the relationship between the
roles (what is the tone, valance, distance between the roles? – can the
protagonist put words to this? Or use a symbol to represent it? Colour, sound,
movement?)
• Use the body. Attend to body sensations and body movement – don’t rely on
words alone. It is possible to do exquisitely sensitive and meaningful role play
with no words at all.
• Consider the possibility that some roles may have originated in a nonverbal or
“preverbal” stage of development and cannot be translated easily into
language. A caveat – any work done in a vulnerable body position (e.g., lying
on the floor, crouched low, being physically held by another person) is likely to
trigger regression into earlier memories and behaviour. The therapist needs
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considerable experience to manage this situation therapeutically.
Don’t underestimate the “observer” or “audience member” position and the
power of modelling. Remember how children learn how to handle a situation
by trying out what they have seen others do? This works for adults too.
It is much simpler to produce role play if there is a separate area to do the role
play in (e.g., some extra chairs and/or a “stage area”) this is much less
confusing than the client trying to stay in their own chair for the whole
enactment.

When to use role play?
There is a tremendous range of situations where role play is useful.
• Intrapsychic role play (where the interaction is with different aspects of self)
Critical self v’s compassionate self, rational emotive role play, schema
dialogues, addicted self v’s clean self, decision making e.g., leave the marriage
v’s stay in the marriage.
• Psychosocial role play (where the interaction is with other people  living or
dead, past, present or future)
Grief, unfinished business, conflict with someone else, confronting an abuser,
practicing assertiveness and other social skills.
• Metaphoric/creative/dramatic/projective (where the interactions occur in the
realm of fantasy and imagination)
Childhood hero’s, TV characters, pets, inanimate objects (mountains, trees,
personal possessions). This is a very human characteristic  who hasn’t talked
to a loved pet, or cursed a malfunctioning computer! In creative role play the
cat or computer can answer back. Such role plays encourage creative and fresh
responses.
• For CBT therapists a good place to start trying out role play is after you have
successfully completed a thought challenge and the client has accepted that the
old thought is not true but it still “feels” true. A rationaleemotive role play
between Jane who believes the old thought and Jane who believes the new
thought can be very powerful. Notes on the whiteboard can help keep both
roles clear.
When not to use role play?
• Don’t use role play unless you have good rationale for doing so. Having a clear
purpose and solid theoretical foundation for the work provides necessary
containment for the work.
• On the other hand don’t be too tight and rigid (think “purpose” or “direction”
rather than specific detailed goal for a role play) you will need a bit of room to
be creative and for the role play to blossom into new experiences and
perspectives.
• Don’t use role play if the therapeutic relationship is poor or conflicted.
• Be cautious with clients who have poor boundaries or who are likely to get
confused about whether you are role playing or not. You don’t want to get
stuck in the role of the Harsh Critic or the Mean Mother!)
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